
Freedom from what Binds 
Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom.  Where bondage remains is the place where I 

have not been permitted to enter.  I enter in when I have been invited.  Invitation is not simply 

mental assent, that says, come on in!  It is a soul’s posture and preparation.  Humility is essential.  

I will break the chains of bondage that bind any when they agree to My terms; when I see their 

heart and it is true and sincere before Me.  Then will I go into those dark and secret places – for 

they are open to Me bringing My light where all darkness must flee.  Join Me today for your 

freedom.  My people are so bound, and will remain so unless they surrender everything.   

Declare today, that you love Me more than that which has a grip on you and keeps you from 

knowing freedom.  Cry out to Me for your deliverance – and surrender such adulterous loves.  

Do this and live.  

 

 

Delight yourself in the Lord and He will give you the desires of your heart. 

These are not mere words, but a promise I give to those who will hear and do what it is I explain.  

I am greatly pleased towards those who delight themselves in Me.  I am like a magnet to such a 

one for I cannot help but to be drawn towards them.  Likewise this is true in the opposite and 

negatively.  Those who do not take delight in Me and even avoid Me because they do not like the 

things pertaining to God, to these ones I do not draw near to, for they have put up a wall of 

separation between us.  I talk of those who call themselves Mine. For there may be areas in their 

lives that they do not want Me to go near, because they want to continue doing it, hiding it or 

denying it, so because they do not confess it before Me and desire to have Me look at it and 

speak into it – they do not delight in Me, in My ways and My words, they are in fact displaying 

that they do not want Me involved.  Sin always gives birth to death. So when they choose to 

avoid Me in this way, they give birth to sin and harbour death. Death can come in many forms.  

Torment is one.  Fear.  The fruit is clear to a keen eye.  There is a hiding of some sort and a 

heaviness.  It is the opposite of My giving to those who delight in Me, the desires of their heart.  

To the one who does not take delight in Me they will surely get the desires of their heart – which 

are evil and will bring to them death and it comes by the hand of evil.  Man will get the desires of 

their heart either way, but when you take delight in Me, that will surely yield blessing.  The 

opposite, cursing.  

 


